Gravity wave drag parameterizations for Earth’s atmosphere
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Abstract

Atmospheric gravity waves (GWs), or buoyancy waves, transport energy and momentum through Earth’s atmosphere. GWs are important at nearly all levels of the atmosphere, though, the momentum they transport is particularly important in general circulation of the middle and upper atmosphere. GWs in the tropical stratosphere contribute significantly to the driving of the quasi-biennial oscillation and the stratospheric and mesospheric semi-annual oscillation, both primary modes of variability there. In the extratropics, GWs contribute to the driving of the stratospheric Brewer-Dobson circulation and significantly influence the strength of the polar night jet and the corresponding polar temperatures. Additionally, GWs are responsible for the cold summer mesopause and the reversal of extratropical zonal mean winds in the mesosphere.

Primary sources of atmospheric GWs are flow over mountains, moist convection, and imbalances in jet/frontal systems. Secondary GWs can also be generated as a result of dissipation of a primary GWs. Gravity waves typically have horizontal wavelengths of 10’s to 100’s of kilometers, though, they can have scales of 1’s to 1000’s of kilometers as well. Current effective resolutions of climate models, and even numerical weather prediction models, do not resolve significant portions of the momentum-flux-carrying GW spectrum, and so parameterizations are necessary to represent under- and unresolved GWs in most current models.

Here, an overview of GWs generated by orography, convection, jet/front systems, primary wave breaking, and secondary wave generation is provided. The basic theory of GW generation, propagation, and dissipation relevant to parameterization is presented. Conventionally used GW parameterizations are then reviewed. Lastly, we describe uncertainties and parameter tuning in current parameterizations and discuss known processes that are currently missing.
11.1 Introduction and basic equations

Gravity waves (GWs), or buoyancy waves, are waves in Earth’s atmosphere for which buoyancy is the restoring force. Most are familiar with the concentric waves that form on the surface of the water and emanate away from the perturbation from a falling stone: such waves exist on the boundary of a denser fluid (water) and less dense air above. Atmospheric GWs are analogous to surface waves, with the same buoyancy restoring force. However, the atmosphere is continuously stratified, with a more-or-less smooth decrease in potential density with height. In the continuously stratified atmosphere, lower-level atmospheric GW perturbations displace the stably-stratified atmospheric flows above, allowing propagation in the vertical as well as the horizontal (i.e. in all three dimensions).

Sources of atmospheric GWs are numerous. Essentially any process, often an instability, that produces transient perturbations of air parcels (e.g. in their altitude or potential density) can be a GW source. However, three primary sources are flow over mountains, moist convection, and imbalances associated with jets and fronts. Recent studies have focused on secondary GWs generated as a result of localized breaking/dissipation of a primary GW. Gravity waves typically have horizontal wavelengths of 10’s to 100’s of kilometers, and vertical scales of 3 to 30 km, with periods ranging from about 10 min to several hours. Still, GWs, often orographically forced, with horizontal scales of a few kilometers are not uncommon. Some sources (e.g. jet/front imbalances) can generate waves with larger horizontal wavelengths, too, with scales of ≈500 km and periods between 6 and 24 hours. These waves are typically classified as inertia-gravity waves, where the Coriolis effect cannot be neglected. The properties of GWs at various levels of the atmosphere vary dependent on the GW source, altitude, and atmospheric properties that they have propagated through.

Numerous review articles (e.g. Smith 1979, Fritts and Alexander 2003, Teixiera 2014) and textbooks (e.g. Holton 2004) present the basic, and not so basic, theory of atmospheric GWs. For full derivations and rigorous mathematical treatment, the reader is directed to these references. Here, basic relations from linear GW theory are presented to demonstrate fundamental ideas relevant to GW parameterizations.

Characteristics of GWs are governed by a dispersion relation that gives the relationship between the wave frequency and its horizontal and vertical wavenumbers. The following dispersion relation for two-dimensional (i.e. x and z) gravity waves in a non-rotating atmosphere can be derived from linearized Boussinesq equations of motions (e.g. Holton et al. 2004):

$$\omega^2 = (\omega - U k)^2 = \frac{N^2 k^2}{(k^2 + m^2)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Here, $\omega^2$ is the intrinsic frequency of the wave, which is the oscillation frequency an air parcel experiences as it is advected through the wave, $\omega$ is the wave, or parcel oscillation, frequency relative to the ground, $k = 2\pi/\lambda_x$ and $m = 2\pi/\lambda_z$ are the horizontal and vertical wavenumbers, respectively, $U$ is the background wind, and $N^2 = \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta} \frac{\partial}{\partial z}$ is the background atmospheric buoyancy frequency where $\theta$ is the background potential temperature.
(1) can be solved for the vertical wavenumber as follows:

\[ m^2 = \frac{k^2(N^2-\omega^2)}{\omega^2} \]  

(2)

Another key property of gravity waves is the horizontal wave phase speed, \( c_{px} \):

\[ c_{px} = \frac{\omega}{k} \]  

(3)

The above is the wave phase speed relative to the ground. The intrinsic wave phase speed, or phase speed relative to the mean wind is defined as:

\[ c_{px}^* = \frac{\omega^*}{k} = c_{px} - U = \pm \frac{N}{(k^2+m^2)^{1/2}} \]  

(4)

The wave phase speed, as will be described in later sections, largely determines whether waves are able to propagate upwards and where they will break and deposit momentum to the mean flow. Horizontal group velocity, \( c_{gx} \), or the speed of energy propagation, is related to the intrinsic phase speed through:

\[ c_{gx} = \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial k} = U + c_{gx}^* \]  

(5)

where

\[ c_{gx}^* = \frac{\partial \omega^*}{\partial k} = c_{px}^* \left( 1 - \frac{k^2}{k^2+m^2} \right) \]  

(6)

For stationary orographic GWs (OGWs), or mountain waves (MWs), the ground-relative phase speed is zero, so the horizontal intrinsic phase speed exactly opposes the background wind (i.e. \( c_{px}^* = -U \) via (4)). In the hydrostatic limit (\( k \ll m \)), the horizontal group velocity is the same as the horizontal phase speed. This means the horizontal group velocity is zero for hydrostatic OGWs, therefore these OGWs primarily stay over the orography that generated them. However, for \( k \sim m \), the horizontal group velocity becomes non-zero in the direction of the background flow for non-hydrostatic OGWs, leading to their energy propagation and presence downstream. The speed at which the GW energy propagates in the vertical is described by the vertical group velocity:

\[ c_{gz} = \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial m} = \frac{\omega^*}{m} \left( \frac{m^2}{m^2+k^2} \right) \]  

(7)

In the hydrostatic limit and using (1) and (3), the vertical group velocity becomes

\[ c_{gz} \approx \pm \frac{(c_{px}-U)^2 k}{N} \]  

(8)
According to (8), the speed at which hydrostatic GWs propagate upward is proportional to the 
squared intrinsic phase speed and inversely proportional to horizontal wavelength and stability. 
For a given environment, GWs with shorter horizontal scales propagate upward more quickly, at 
least until non-hydrostatic effects become important (i.e. when $k$ becomes comparable to $m$).

### 11.1.2 Mountain Waves

MWs are GWs generated by stably-stratified flow over mountains. MWs are perhaps the 
most well-known type of atmospheric GWs, being quite visible, quasi-stationary, and the subject 
of research for at least a century (e.g. Lyra 1940, Smith 2019). MWs typically form above and 
downwind of topographic features. Their presence is often indicated by quasi-stationary 
lenticular clouds visible from the ground and in satellite images. The properties of mountain 
waves are determined by the size and shape of the topography as well as by the vertical profiles 
of wind, temperature, and moisture in the surrounding flow. Linear theory can predict the general 
features of MWs when the mountain height is small in comparison to the vertical wavelength of 
the wave.

Conventional linear MW theory assumes MWs are stationary, with zero ground-relative 
horizontal phase speed or frequency ($c_{px}, \omega = 0$). Such MWs have phase lines (e.g. wave crests) 
that tilt upstream with height. The dispersion relation, (2), can be written for stationary waves as:

$$m^2 = k^2 \left( \frac{N^2 - (Uk)^2}{(Uk)^2} \right). \quad (9)$$

Solutions of flow over small-scale, sinusoidal ridges, where the intrinsic frequency of these 
parcels is higher than the buoyancy frequency (i.e. $Uk > N$ and hence $m$ in (9) is imaginary), 
decay exponentially with height. Flow over wider ridges (for which $f < Uk < N$) generate MWs 

Linear theory has also been used successfully to describe the basic properties of mountain 
waves generated by compact, or spatially limited, obstacles (e.g.: Lyra 1940,1943, Queney 1947, 
obstacles exist as well (e.g. Huppert and Miles 1969), though, here linear theory is the focus. 
Flow over an isolated ridge will generate a horizontal spectrum of waves, and each wave 
component will either propagate upwards or decay depending on its $m$ derived from (9) for its $k$. 
(6) shows that for a 2D flow over a wider ridge, the (hydrostatic) horizontal group velocity is 
close to the horizontal phase speed so wave energy is contained above the mountain only, with 
little propagation downstream of the mountain. However, if the mountain ridge is sufficiently 
wide, nonhydrostatic waves with downstream group velocity can be generated. If atmospheric 
conditions are such that $m^2 > 0$ near the surface, but becomes negative further aloft, MWs are 
reflected and a train of trapped lee waves may be generated downstream of the forcing (Scorer 
1949). This can happen, for example, when there is strong positive vertical shear of the wind, 
$U_z > 0$, or a sharp reduction in $N$ due to an inversion, over narrow ridges. In three dimensional 
flows over obstacles with finite scales in both horizontal dimensions, oblique modes (those at an 
angle between $0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ to the incident wind) can also propagate downstream, even in the 
hydrostatic limit (Smith 1980, Sato et al. 2012, Jiang et al. 2019). This contributes to the 
appearance of broad, large-amplitude perturbations often seen in satellite data significantly
downwind of large orographic features such as the Antarctic Peninsula and the terminus of the Andes (e.g. Alexander et al. 2009, Hoffmann et al. 2013, Hoffmann et al. 2016). High-resolution, three-dimensional simulations have been critical in developing realistic representations of MW generation and have shown that three-dimensional dispersion spreads the gravity wave energy, reducing the amplitude with increasing height relative to only vertically-propagating MWs (Eckermann et al 2015).

In addition to upward propagating mountain waves, flow in a mountainous region can produce low-level blocking upstream and downslope windstorms downstream. Low-level blocking occurs when the mean flow does not have enough kinetic energy to traverse an obstacle and either stops upstream or diverges around the obstacle (Pierrehumbert and Wyman, 1985, Lin and Wang 1985, Smolarkiewicz and Rotunno 1990, Hughes et al. 2009). Blocking can significantly impact the waves generated, the orographic drag on the flow, and precipitation patterns. The Froude number, \( F_r = \frac{U}{N_h m} \) where \( h_m \) is the height of the mountain, in large part determines whether blocking will occur (Pierrehumbert and Wyman, 1985, Lin and Wang 1996). When \( F_r > 1 \), the flow is said to be linear. A flow in this regime has enough kinetic energy to easily traverse the mountain and dynamic wave amplitudes are small (i.e. \( u' \ll U \)). When \( F_r \sim 1 \), the validity of linear theory is questionable and nonlinear terms become important. When \( F_r < 1 \), the flow is strongly nonlinear and low-level flow may not traverse the mountain, becoming blocked upstream or diverting around the obstacles (Shepherd 1956, Drazin 1961, Leo et al. 2016). The evolution of nonlinear low-level flows depends on obstacle aspect ratios (e.g. Miranda and James 1992; Olafsson and Bougeault 1996), orientation, and shape (Phillips 1984). In this situation, the pressure force by the atmosphere on the orography, and the corresponding drag by the orography back on the low-level flow in part due to the non-linear blocked flow and in part due to a vertically-propagating MW response in the atmosphere a bit further aloft. When orographic blocking occurs, the momentum flux of the vertically-propagating MWs is reduced relative to what linear theory alone predicts.

Downslope wind storms can exist on a downstream side of a mountain, in particular ones with steep leeside slopes, with wind gusts that can exceed 50 m s^{-1} (Clark and Peltier 1977, Lilly 1978, Lilly and Klemp 1979, Peltier and Clark 1979, Smith 1985, Bacmeister and Pierrehumbert 1988, Durran 1990, Durran 1986a). In addition, flow configurations analogous to hydraulic trans-critical flows (Smith 1985, Durran 1986a) can form leading to significantly enhanced drag on the low-level flow. These flows are responsible for many of the named downslope winds that occur around large mountain ranges: e.g. Chinooks, Santa Anas, Föhn, Zondas. Nonlinear two-dimensional flow over obstacles has been investigated extensively over several decades (e.g.: Clark and Peltier 1977, Durran and Klemp 1983, Clark and Peltier 1984, Durran and Klemp 1983, Durran 1986a, Durran and Klemp 1987, Bacmeister and Schoeberl 1989, Lott 1998, Farmer and Armi 1999, Winters and Armi 2014). These studies have led to important insights about stability, hydraulic analogs, downslope winds, and time-dependence in mountain wave flows. Results from 3D numerical simulations were used explicitly in developing more complete orographic gravity wave drag parameterization schemes for global models (e.g. Lott and Miller 1997, Scinocca and McFarlane 2000, Webster et al. 2003).

In addition to drag from mesoscale OGWs, another important source of low-level orographic drag in the atmosphere is turbulent orographic form drag (TOFD). This is drag produced in the
boundary layer by small obstacles (< 5 km). In contrast to OGW, this drag is produced in all stratification-regimes, but does not carry momentum flux out of the boundary layer (e.g. Beljaars et al. 2003).

Figure 1: Depiction of three dominant sources of GWs: a, b) Orographic, c, d) Convective, and e, f) Frontal. Corresponding animations can be found at: http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/staff/jrichter/animations.html. Color figures provided in online supplement.

a, b): 3D simulation of orographic gravity waves by an 200-km-wide, 1000-m-high isotropic compact-cosine mountain using the WRF model. (bottom) Zonal winds (gray shaded) and isentropes (contoured) are shown in the x-z slice through the middle of the 3-D domain. (top) Zonal winds (gray shaded) are shown in an x-y slice through $z = 65$ km. The single contour shows the spatial extent of the mountain. Both panels are from 18.33 hours after the start of cross-mountain flow, just after wave breaking has begun. Buoyancy frequency, $N$, is $0.02 \, s^{-1}$ and constant environmental zonal mean wind of $30 \, m \, s^{-1}$ was specified. A Rayleigh damping layer starts at $z = 70$ km. The WRF setup here is a 3-D extension of that described by Kruse and Smith (2018).

c, d): 3D simulation of convectively generated gravity waves using the Complex Geometry Compressible Atmospheric Model (CGCAM) (Felton and Lund, 2006). Latent heating is used as a proxy for convection. Top panel shows a cross-section at $z=85$ km 1.755 hrs into the simulation, whereas the bottom panel shows a vertical cross-section through the center of the domain at the same time. Shading indicates vertical velocity perturbations. Solid thin line depicts the background zonal mean wind profile. Adapted from Heale et al. 2020.
e, f) Gravity waves simulated by a high-resolution idealized weak moist baroclinic wave simulation using the WRF model in Wei and Zhang (2014): (e) The horizontal view of the simulated 1-km temperature (yellow lines; contour interval is 5 K), 7-km dynamic tropopause where potential vorticity equals 1.5 PVU (turquoise lines), 8-km horizontal wind (black lines; contours at 40, 45, 50, and 55 m s⁻¹), and 12-km horizontal divergence (blue lines, positive; red lines, negative; contour interval is 2.0*10⁻⁶ s⁻¹; range is between -1.2*10⁻⁵ s⁻¹ and 1.2*10⁻⁵ s⁻¹; zero value omitted). (f) The vertical cross section along the green line in (e) for the simulated potential temperature (yellow lines; contour interval is 5 K), dynamic tropopause where potential vorticity equals 1.5 PVU (turquoise lines), horizontal wind (black lines; contours at 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60 and 65 m s⁻¹), and horizontal divergence (blue lines, positive; red lines, negative; contour interval is 2.0*10⁻⁶ s⁻¹; range is between -1.2*10⁻⁵ s⁻¹ and 1.2*10⁻⁵ s⁻¹; zero value omitted). Figure courtesy of J. Wei.

Figures 1a, b show the vertical and horizontal properties of mountain waves generated over an isolated obstacle. In this case, the MWs forced by the topography are linear and approximately hydrostatic. These hydrostatic waves primarily stay over the idealized mountain below (Fig. 1b). Wave amplitudes grow with height, resulting in breaking in the upper atmosphere above z ~ 60 km. Figure 1a shows MW perturbations in the horizontal plane at the height of 65 km. Strongest perturbations are right over the obstacle and show a bow-shaped structure with decaying amplitudes away from the obstacle in the direction perpendicular to the mean flow. At 65 km in this particular simulation, gravity wave breaking has already begun.

The supplementary Animation 1 (http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/staff/jrichter/animations.html) shows the time evolution of MW generation shown in Figures 1a,b. Gravity waves form almost immediately over the obstacle and then propagate upwards. Smaller-scale MWs appear first, within ~ 5 hours, at mesospheric altitudes, consistent with (8). The MW at z = 65 km grows in amplitude and scale with time, as longer waves build in having had enough time to reach this altitude. By ~15 hours into the simulation, the MW field begins to break, in this case via wave overturning and static instability as no turbulence parameterization was used. The entire wave field quickly dissipates after ~ 24 hrs into the simulation, in part due to wave breaking and also in part due cessation of cross-barrier flow at t = 24 hrs. The complexity of the wave breaking is well visualized by the right-hand panel of supplementary Animation 1 which shows a horizontal cross-section through the wind field at 65 km. Up to 15 hrs into the visualization, coherent wave crest/troughs are present throughout the model domain. After breaking begins, turbulent features at the grid-scale become apparent and secondary waves are generated, which appear throughout the doubly-periodic domain. Supplementary Animation 2 shows the characteristics of the gravity wave field at various altitudes at 18.33 hours into the simulation. The visualization shows largest wave amplitudes within 200 km from the center of the obstacle in the cross-wind direction, with waves extending in a quasi V-shape away from the obstacle, if looking in the direction of the mean wind at the wave field. Hence, most of the perturbations associated with the flow over the obstacle are directly over the obstacle and in the bow-shaped region downwind and away from the obstacle. Wave breaking begins at 47 km in this particular simulation, intensifying with altitude.
11.1.3 Convectively generated gravity waves

Moist convection is another prominent source of GWs and the dominant GW source in the Tropics. Two and three-dimensional numerical simulations of convection reveal that convection excites a broad spectrum of waves with horizontal wavelengths between 10 and 100’s km, and periods from a few minutes to several hours (e.g.: Alexander et al. 1995, Alexander and Holton 1997, Piani et al. 2000, Piani and Durran 2001). The vertical wavelengths of convectively generated gravity waves can vary between several kilometers up to 40 km (e.g. Alexander and Holton 2004). Convectively generated gravity waves are rarely symmetric in the horizontal plane, and typically have a preferred propagation direction, which is determined by the vertical structure of the horizontal wind within which the convection and GW generation occur (Beres et al. 2002).

Generation of gravity waves by convection is a complex nonlinear process, but has been described via three linear mechanisms, all of which are ultimately a response to latent heating:

1) Thermal or diabatic forcing: in this mechanism temporal and spatial variations of convective heating produce perturbations in potential density that force a spectrum of GWs. This mechanism was found to be of primary importance by Bretherton et al 1988, Lin et al. 1998, Chun and Baik 1998, and Pandya and Alexander (1999). Based on 2-D linearized governing equations, the dominant characteristics of the spectrum of convectively generated GWs the generated by thermal forcing are determined by the vertical scale of the heating region and the horizontal wavenumber and frequency distribution of the heating (Holton et al. 2002). Beres (2004) has shown that the three-dimensional wave forcing problem can be treated as a multiple two-dimensional problem, and the gravity wave spectrum in a given azimuthal direction depends on the heating and mean wind projection in that direction.

2) Mechanical oscillator: oscillating updrafts and downdrafts about a level of neutral buoyancy (LNB) (e.g. the top of the boundary layer, tropopause) perturb the stably-stratified atmosphere at and above the top of the convective motions. For deep, moist convection, updrafts often overshoot their LNBs (i.e. the tropopause), potentially forcing vertically-propagating GWs. Transience in convective updraft strength can perpetuate this forcing. These oscillations can produce upward propagating waves in a manner similar to a mechanical oscillator in a stratified fluid (Clark et al. 1986, Fovell et al. 1992). Some studies have found this oscillator mechanism to dominate GW generation (e.g. Lane et al. 2001), whereas others found thermal and mechanical forcing terms are both equally important (Song et al. 2003). In the set of nonlinear equations, flux terms couple the thermodynamic and momentum equations, and the nonlinear momentum term can oppose the heat source giving some apparent cancellation (Pandya and Alexander 1999, Chun et al. 2008).

3) Obstacle effect or moving mountain: in this mechanism, the top of a convective element acts as a barrier to the background mean flow, producing upstream propagating waves in a manner similar to flow over a mountain (Clark et al. 1986, Pfister et al. 1993). Vertical
wind shear, at least near the tops of the convection, is required for this mechanism. The non-zero net vertically-propagating GW momentum flux is fundamentally derived from the convective momentum fluxes, as convective updrafts vertically transport air parcels with low (high) momentum into regions of high (low) above. Waves generated by the obstacle effect are not stationary relative to the ground as in the case of mountain waves, but rather have horizontal phase speeds similar to the horizontal speed of the convection.

Gravity waves generated by a thermal forcing (proxy for convection) are shown in Figures 1c,d and supplementary Animation 3. Figure 1c and left panel of Animation 3 show that gravity waves propagate away from the convective source in nearly concentric circles spreading away from the source as they propagate upward. In a x-z cross-section (Figure 1d and right panel of Animation 3), convectively generated gravity waves form a fan-like structure with a broad spectrum of wave phase speeds, and horizontal and vertical wavelengths. In this particular simulation, westward propagating waves are not as apparent at z = 85 km, due to much slower vertical group velocity (8) and dissipation in the stratosphere, resulting in asymmetry in Figure 1c. The eastward propagating waves have higher intrinsic phase speeds in the stratosphere and lower mesosphere, propagate upward more quickly, and break in the mesopause region where the mesospheric winds shear brings the environmental winds close to the phase speeds of these eastward propagating waves (Figure 1d).

11.1.4 Gravity waves generated by fronts and jets

Fronts and jets are another major source of GWs in the atmosphere and a significant source of GWs in mid-latitudes. GWs from front/jet systems have been observed on numerous occasions (e.g.: Uccellini and Koch, 1987, Sato et al. 1994, Plougonven et al. 2003, Wang and Geller 2003, Zhang and Yi, 2005, 2008)) and simulated with numerical models (Zhang and Fritsch 1988, Schmidt and Cotton 1990, Jin 1997, Powers and Reed 1993, Kaplan et al. 1997, Zhang and Koch 2000, Zhang et al. 2001, 2003). Jets/frons generate mesoscale and low-frequency gravity waves (inertia-gravity waves), for which the rotation of the Earth has an influence and the frequency is of the order of the Coriolis parameter, $f$. Wei and Zhang (2014), for example, examined gravity waves in moist baroclinic jet–front systems with varying degrees of moisture and found the gravity waves to have horizontal scales between 50 and 500 km, vertical scales between 1 to 6 km, and frequencies of 1 to 15 x$10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$ (periods of 1 to 17 hrs). Most intense gravity wave activity has been observed and modeled near the vicinity of the maximum of the jet velocity (strong curvature of the jet) (Plougonven et al., 2003) and in the exit region of upper-tropospheric jet streaks (e.g.: Guest et al. 2000, Zhang et al. 2001, 2003, Zhang 2004, Wu and Zhang 2004).

The generation mechanisms of gravity waves generated by jet/front systems are still not well understood. Plougonven and Zhang (2014) present a complete review of possible generation mechanisms by such systems. Below, three dry-idealized mechanisms that are thought to be most important are described, two of which form the basis of gravity wave source parameterizations described in subsequent sections:

1) Spontaneous imbalance adjustment (see 3.1 of Plougonven and Zhang 2014): Spontaneous imbalance adjustment is considered a generalization of geostrophic
adjustment. In this mechanism, GWs are generated and radiated away as some initially imbalanced flow comes back into balance. This concept does not address the cause of the initial imbalance, but only considers the GW emission during the evolution back toward some (e.g. geostrophic, cyclogeostrophic) balance. This mechanism is responsible for emission of large-amplitude inertia-gravity waves in regions of strong horizontal curvature of the wind where the flow becomes unbalanced (Fritts and Luo 1992, Luo and Fritts 1993). The residual of the nonlinear balance equation is found to be a useful quantity in diagnosing regions of flow imbalance and predicting regions of wave generation (Zhang et al 2000, 2001, Zhang 2004). Readers are also referred to the review by Ruppert et al. (2021) on this topic.

2) Adjustment emission (see 3.2-3.4 of Plougonven and Zhang 2014): in this mechanism well-balanced flow more continuously radiates GWs during the course of its near-balanced evolution. An early example of such physics was presented by Lighthill (1952), where acoustic waves are generated within fluids by turbulent motions. Adjustment emission has successfully replicated the salient characteristics of gravity waves emitted from vortices and jets in the shallow water model (e.g., Ford 1994a, Ford 1994b, Sugimoto et al. 2008) and in a stratified fluid (e.g., Plougonven and Zeitlin 2002; Schecter 2008). Transient generation in sheared disturbances describes how the evolution of potential vorticity anomalies in a sheared flow leads to a transient generation of gravity waves, which has been discussed in horizontal (Vanneste and Yavneh 2004) and vertical shear (Lott et al. 2010).

3) Shear instability: in this mechanism gravity wave emission occurs via nonlinear interaction between Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and propagating modes (Bühler et al. 1999, Scinocca and Ford 2000). Shear instability is usually considered by neglecting the Coriolis effect. This mechanism of wave generation can occur in very intense shear layers near the surface or at upper levels, above tropopause jets. Kelvin-Helmholtz instability occurs on very small scales (hundreds of meters in the vertical and tens of kilometers in the horizontal), hence in order for gravity waves to propagate upwards, nonlinear emission on the envelope scale (i.e. scale characterizing the extent of K-H instabilities and mean-flow influence) must occur (Fritts 1984, Chimonas and Grant 1984).

Convection often occurs in association with a frontal system and can provide an additional source of GWs and/or influence the generation of GWs by frontal/jet system. Many earlier studies of GWs generated by fronts focused on dry idealized baroclinic wave simulations (e.g., Zhang 2004), however the role of moisture can potentially be very important (Powers 1997, Zhang et al. 2001, Lane and Reeder 2001). Complementary to the work of Zhang (2004), Wei and Zhang (2014), using cloud permitting mesoscale baroclinic system simulations, showed that moisture enhances GW amplitudes and generates additional wave modes in comparison with a dry simulation. Furthermore, based on the study of GWs spectral characteristics using multidimensional discrete Fourier transforms, Wei et al. (2016) further demonstrated that the dry jet/front GW source generates a relatively narrow and less symmetric power spectrum centered around lower phase speeds and horizontal wavenumbers, whereas the moist gravity wave source generates a broader and more symmetrical power spectrum, with a broader range of phase speeds and horizontal wavenumbers. Generation of GWs in frontal systems with a lot of moisture is still a subject of recent research, and diabatic forcing could be a more important generation
mechanism. The role of moisture in producing significant momentum fluxes from front/jet systems has been emphasized by many studies (e.g., Plougonven et al. 2015; Wei et al. 2016; Holt et al. 2017).

GWs generated by idealized weak moist baroclinic jet-front systems are illustrated in Figure 1e,f and supplementary Animation 4. As the upper level baroclinic jet develops, with an accompanying deepening surface cyclone, the lower stratospheric (12-km altitude) flow shows a well-recognized pattern of convergence upstream of the trough and divergence downstream of the trough (Figure 1e, and left panel of Animation 4). GW generation begins first with weak amplitude mesoscale GWs appearing in the jet entrance region upstream of the upper level trough, along the surface warm front. As the system matures, mesoscale GW generation occurs primarily in the jet exit region, downstream of the trough and above the surface frontal system (Figure 1f, right panel of Animation 4). In addition, based on a series of four-dimensional ray-tracing experiments, Wei and Zhang (2015) investigated the propagating wave characteristics and the potential source mechanisms of several identified lower-stratospheric GWs in this particular idealized simulation. It was further demonstrated that moist convection may force new wave modes, modify/enhance the existing dry jet/front wave modes through latent heat release, and/or modify the new/existing waves through modification of large-scale flow.

11.1.5: Secondary wave generation

An understudied aspect of the GW lifecycle and a likely underestimated GW source is secondary wave generation (e.g. Bacmeister and Schoeberl 1989), which is generation of GWs by the momentum deposition of a dissipating primary GW. While the research on secondary GW generation, propagation, dissipation, and impact is relatively nascent, there is a growing body of literature on the topic. Currently, at least two secondary GW generations mechanisms have been explored:

1) Large-scale secondary GW generation by localized momentum deposition, or body forces, resulting from a primary GW. The body forcing and secondary GW generation occurs at scales larger than the horizontal scales of primary GW activity. The body forcing from these primary GWs can be both dissipative (e.g. where small-scale instabilities dissipate the wave) and non-dissipative (e.g. a sometimes reversible forcing on a layer as a GW transiently propagates into and out of it). The latter effect is sometimes referred to as “self-acceleration” (e.g. Fritts and Dunkerton 1984). Dissipative secondary GW generation is the focus of Vadas et al. (2003) and Vadas et al. (2018). Wilhelm et al (2018) has investigated the non-dissipative, resonant radiation of mesoscale inertia-gravity waves by a horizontally as well as vertically confined submesoscale gravity wave packet that propagates vertically. It is known from long-short-wave interaction theory (Tabaei and Akylas 2007; Van den Bremer and Sutherland 2014) that such a packet of small-scale waves is able to generate a mean flow consisting of mesoscale wave structures connected to a resonance mechanism, wherein the vertical phase velocity of the emitted long waves match the vertical group velocity of the small-scale gravity wave packet, which acts as a traveling wave source.
2) Secondary GWs are also generated on scales smaller than the horizontal scales of the primary GW activity. Numerous small-scale instabilities can take place during GW breaking and dissipation. Non-linear dynamics can transfer energy from these small-scale instabilities to larger scales that can force a propagating GW (Franke and Robinson 1999). Instabilities can occur inhomogeneously within a wave field (e.g. in particular phases where stratification is reduced, or unstable, where wind shear is increased), also forcing waves at scales smaller than wave field (Satomura and Sato 1999, Holton and Alexander 1999, Lane and Sharman 2006, Fritts et al. 2006, Chun and Kim 2008, Heale et al. 2017, Bossert et al. 2018).

At this time, the understanding of secondary GWs is limited; their contribution to the energy and momentum budget of the atmosphere is not well understood, nor represented in weather and climate models that do not resolve the relevant mechanisms.

11.1.6: Gravity wave propagation and dissipation

GW characteristics change as they propagate through an atmosphere with changing buoyancy frequency and mean wind, as suggested by (2). As a GW propagates upward through wind shear that is opposite to the wave’s propagation direction, the vertical wavelength of the wave will increase. Similarly, the vertical wavelength of the wave will decrease when the wave propagates through wind shear in the same direction as the wave propagation. If wind in the direction of the wave propagation changes so that \( \omega^* = \omega - Uk \) reaches zero, a ‘critical level’ is reached. This is the level at which the horizontal phase speed, \( c_x \), matches the background wind. As a GW approaches a critical level, linear theory predicts the wave vertical wavelength goes to zero, zonal wind perturbations go to infinity, and the wave steepens and overturns. Prior to reaching the critical level, however, instabilities (e.g. K-H, static instability) are typically triggered that dissipate the wave, ending its vertical propagation. This is illustrated in the top panel of Figure 2, which shows a wave packet propagating upward and in the positive x direction into a region of increasing zonal mean wind (in the same direction as the wave propagation). As the wave packet propagates upward, its vertical wavelength decreases as it approaches the critical level near \( t = 7500 \) and altitude of \( \sim 75 \) km, and the GW packet dissipates.
When such a wave packet propagates into a region where the wind speed through the wave increases, the intrinsic phase speed and frequency both increase. According to (2), the wave packet can reach a level where the intrinsic frequency matches the environmental buoyancy frequency and the vertical wavelength approaches infinity. This level is referred to as a turning or reflection level, as at least partial GW reflection occurs here. Above the reflection level, $m$ is imaginary and wave evanesces, or decays, exponentially with height. This situation is illustrated in the bottom row of Figure 2. Where a wave packet is propagating upward and in the positive x direction with shear against the direction of propagation above the wave. As the wave packet approaches the reflection level, the phase lines become more vertically oriented. At $t = 3750$ s, both upward and downward portions of the wave packet superpose to produce the wave field below the reflection level. Above the reflection level, nearly vertical phase lines are seen, with a portion of the wave perturbations decaying with height. The wave does not decay above the reflection level immediately. In this case, the wave maintains enough amplitude to “tunnel” through this evanescent layer into the slower winds aloft that allow vertical propagation once again (e.g. Mixa et al. 2021). In this case, part of the wave packet was reflected at the reflection level, while part was able to tunnel through the evanescent layer and continue propagating upward.

Another important characteristic of GWs is how their amplitudes grow with height, even in an environment that is constant in height. Linear, 2-D GWs in a horizontally uniform background have a constant vertical flux of horizontal momentum (e.g. $\bar{\rho} \vec{u} \cdot \vec{w}$) with height (e.g. Eliassen and Palm 1960). As density decreases exponentially with height, this requires the GW perturbations to grow exponentially with height. Similar to encountering a critical level, eventually, wave amplitudes become large and trigger instabilities that dissipate the wave.

11.1.6: Gravity wave impacts

Both energy and momentum are extracted from the mean flow, or via interaction with topography, when GWs are generated. Propagating GWs transport this energy and momentum, depositing them wherever the waves are dissipated. While both are important, the energy extracted, transported, and deposited is typically neglected. The momentum, however, is not neglected and represents an important forcing on the background horizontal flow.
MWs attain their momentum flux and drag through interactions with orography. Vertically-propagating MWs induce positive pressure perturbations upstream of the mountains and negative perturbations downstream during generation, resulting in a net horizontal pressure force by the atmosphere on the mountains. The mountains exert an equal and opposite force on a lowest layer of the atmosphere. This low-level layer than perturbs a layer immediately above and a pressure drag by the layer above is exerted on this low-level layer. If no MW dissipation occurs, the forces by the mountain and the layer above on the low-level layer cancel, resulting in no net horizontal force on this layer. Layers increasingly perturb layers above, propagating the MW upward and fluxing atmospheric momentum downward. When the MW dissipates, the top of the dissipation layer is no longer displaced by the primary MW. Atmospheric momentum above the dissipation layer no longer balances the momentum fluxed out the bottom of this layer, and a net force is exerted on the flow. In short, MW drag is exerted wherever the MW is dissipated is fundamentally a reaction to pressure forces by the atmosphere on mountains.

While the forcing exerted by non-orographic GW dissipation technically comes out of thin air, it does come from somewhere. In general, non-orographic GWs attain the momentum and energy they flux from the flow in which they were generated and then spatially redistribute the energy and momentum within the atmosphere. Wave fields generated by non-orographic GW fields tend to be more complex than MWs, having both a spectrum of spatial scales and a spectrum of phase speeds and intrinsic frequencies. For example, in the absence of environmental shear, GWs radiate away from moist convection symmetrically in all directions. While the eastward-, westward-, northward-, and southward-propagating GWs all flux momentum, the net vertical flux of zonal and meridional momentum by these GW beams cancel, resulting in net zero momentum flux. While the net momentum fluxes are zero at the source level, wind shear aloft forces the different beams of GWs to encounter critical levels at different altitudes and exert forces on flows in different directions at different altitudes. Such a phase speed spectrum is critically important in forcing the quasi-biennial oscillation and semi-annual oscillation in the tropical stratosphere.

While the previous discussion suggests convective GWs are symmetric, they rarely are in reality, having a preferred propagation direction and a net momentum flux due to the fact that convection often occurs in environments with shear. Wind shear both allows there to be flow relative to the tops of the convection and allows convection to transport low-momentum air from low lower-levels and act as a barrier to the flow across the top of convection. The convective momentum fluxes are likely important in determining a portion of the convective GW spectrum.

GWs generated by jets and fronts derive the energy and momentum they flux from the various imbalances that are produced as the systems evolve in time. The GWs are generated by these imbalances and adjust the flow in the direction of balance.

Quantitatively, the influence by GWs on the zonal momentum appears when deriving an equation for a background or, traditionally, a Reynolds-averaged horizontal wind. These equations that govern a larger-scale horizontal flow contain the following term, representing the influence of the vertical convergence of the vertical flux of horizontal momentum on the background horizontal flow:
\begin{equation}
GWD = \frac{1}{\bar{\rho}} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\bar{\rho}u'w', \bar{\rho}v'w') \tag{10}
\end{equation}

Where $\bar{\rho}$ is the background atmospheric density, $u'$, $v'$, and $w'$ are the horizontal and vertical perturbation velocities, and the overline operator, $\overline{\cdot}$, is a linear background operator of some kind (e.g. a low-pass filter) used to define the background flow. This term is defined as GW drag (GWD) and has units of acceleration or drag force per unit mass. While momentum fluxes and their divergences are obviously relevant to forcing of the background momentum, pseudomomentum is more relevant to GW dynamics, and its divergence is sometimes used to quantify GW influences on the mean flow (see Wei et al. 2019 for a comparison of these approaches).

The momentum fluxed and deposited by GWs is significant in Earth’s general circulation, especially in the stratosphere, mesosphere and lower thermosphere. Since GWs grow in amplitude with height, and background horizontal momentum (e.g. $\bar{\rho}u$) decreases with height, the importance of GWs in the general circulation tends to increase with height. In the lower- to mid-troposphere, GWs have less influence on large-scale momentum but are still important in initiating convection and convective organization (Bretherton and Smolarkiewicz 1989, Pandya and Durran 1996, Shige and Satomura 2000, Lac et al. 2002, Fovell et al. 2006, Lane and Zhang 2011, Su and Zhai 2017, Ruppert et al. 2021). In the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, GWD does become important in the zonal mean climate (Palmer et al. 1986, Bacmeister 1993, Butchart et al. 1998). In the tropical stratosphere, gravity waves contribute 50 to 90% of the forcing of the Quasi-biennial Oscillation (QBO) (Kawatani et al. 2010, Alexander and Ortland 2010, Richter et al. 2014, Geller et al. 2016, Bushell et al. 2020). In climate models, GW parameterizations largely determine the period and frequency of the QBO, and most models without a gravity wave parameterization won’t be able to produce a QBO (Giorgetta et al. 2006, Richter et al. 2014, Geller et al. 2016, Butchart et al. 2018). The representation of the QBO in climate models is becoming more important as impacts of the QBO on the tropospheric variability are becoming clearer (Giorgetta et al. 1999, Yoo and Son 2016, Wang et al. 2018). GWs also contribute to the driving of the semi-annual oscillation (SAO) (Hitchman and Leovy 1988, Ray et al. 1988, Richter and Garcia 2006) and the Mesospheric Semi-Annual Oscillation (MSAO) (Dunkerton, 1982).

In the extratropical stratosphere, GWs provide a portion of the driving of the Brewer Dobson circulation, especially during the spring-to-summer transition season in each hemisphere (Alexander and Rosenlof 1996, Rosenlof 1996, Alexander and Rosenlof 2003, Okamoto et al. 2011, de la Camara et al. 2016). MW drag peaks in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere, (e.g. Kruse 2020), and together with other extratropical GWs, largely from fronts and jets, control the state of the polar stratospheric temperatures and strength of stratospheric polar night jet, (Boville 1991, Garcia and Boville, 1994). Inadequate representation of GW drag in general circulation models can lead to a cold bias of southern winter stratosphere temperature in the polar region (e.g.: Austin et al. 2003, Eyring et al. 2007, McLandress et al. 2012). One of the largest effects that GWs have on the atmosphere occurs in the mesosphere. Non-orographic GWs dominate GW drag here and deposit net westward momentum in the winter mesosphere and net eastward momentum in the summer hemisphere causing the reversal of the zonal mean jets and driving a mean transport circulation from the summer to winter hemisphere, leading to a warm winter and cold summer mesopause (Lindzen 1981, Holton 1982, 1983, Garcia and Solomon 1985).
Waves that are not filtered by critical levels, reflected by turning levels, and do not break in the middle atmosphere will be dissipated in the thermosphere by increasing molecular viscosity and thermal conductivity or, in polar regions, ion drag. The damping rate is inversely proportional to the vertical wavelength (Walterscheid and Hickey 2011) so waves with larger vertical wavelengths (and phase speeds) can propagate higher into the thermosphere before dissipating (Vadas and Fritts 2005, Vadas 2007, Vadas and Nicholls 2012, Heale et al. 2014, 2018).

However, spectra of wave packets that propagate into the thermosphere from below often evolve from longer to shorter vertical wavelengths in time as a result of dispersion. This occurs because the longer, faster vertical wavelength components reach the thermosphere, and are dissipated first, while the shorter, slower components arrive later (Heale et al. 2014, 2018). The dissipation of these waves produces local body forcing and heating/cooling of the thermosphere (Miyoshi et al. 2014, Yiğit and Medvedev 2009, Yiğit et al. 2009, Vadas et al. 2014, Hickey et al. 2011) and will also generate secondary waves (Vadas et al. 2018). It is suggested that wave dissipation in the thermosphere leads to a drag that opposes the mean zonal winds and is stronger at high latitudes (Miyoshi et al. 2014) and in the winter hemisphere (Yiğit et al. 2009). Thermospheric dissipation of waves from deep convective sources can also lead to in-situ generation of planetary-scale diurnal and semidiurnal tides (Vadas et al. 2014). Waves that reach the thermosphere can also couple to the ionosphere, producing travelling ionospheric disturbances (e.g. Liu and Vadas 2013, Azeem et al. 2017, Yu et al. 2017) and ion outflow (Burleigh et al. 2018). Compared to other regions of the atmosphere, the impacts of waves in the thermosphere are still unknown and require further investigation.

11.2 Representation in large scale models

11.2.1 History and basic components

The need for representing GWs in General Circulation Models (GCMs) began with the recognition of ‘missing drag’ in such models. Without explicit drag in the middle atmosphere, if the atmosphere was in radiative equilibrium, the polar night jet in the stratosphere in models would be much stronger than observed and the winter (summer) mesopause would not be warm (cold). Early GCMs which extended to the stratosphere and mesosphere often used Rayleigh friction to provide a crude parameterization of the effect of breaking gravity waves in the mesosphere and were able to reproduce the observed features of the zonal mean wind and temperature in the stratosphere and mesosphere (e.g.: Boville 1986). First implementations of GW parameterizations in GCMs focused on representing GWs generated by orography (Boer et al. 1984, Palmer et al 1986, McFarlane 1987). Subsequently, parameterizations in GCMs were extended to include representation of non-orographic GWs (Rind et al. 1988, Fritts and Lu 1993, Medvedev and Klaasen 1995, Hines 1997a,b, Alexander and Dunkerton, 1999, Warner and McIntyre 2001).

GW parameterizations in GCMs have three basics components: (1) specification of waves at the source levels, (2) wave propagation with height, and (3) wave dissipation, from which momentum deposition to the mean flow is estimated. Parameterization of MWs is traditionally distinguished from non-orographic GWs, with the horizontal phase speed of orographic MWs
assumed to be zero, while non-orographic GWs have a spectrum of phase speeds. Hence, MW drag has historically been treated separately, and this distinction generally remains today. The source spectra of non-orographic waves initially were specified to be uniform in space and time in the first implementations of parameterizations in GCMs. Spatially-uniform sources continue to be standard practice in many GCMs (e.g.: Scinocca et al. 2008, Adachi et al. 2013, Davini et al. 2018). However, in recent years, separate source spectrum parameterizations have been developed for waves generated by convection and fronts, and these are described in section 12.2.3. These source spectra parameterizations replace the arbitrary/globally defined non-orographic source spectra in GW parameterizations even though they still carry large uncertainties.

11.2.2 Description of GW Parameterizations

The primary function of GW parameterizations as currently applied in global models is to compute the wave-driven force on the mean flow. The mean flow in this context is the grid-box mean, and the waves are meant to represent sub-grid, or otherwise unresolved, GW anomalies. The essential ingredients of GW parameterizations include specification of input parameters describing the gravity wave sources, estimation of the wave dissipation as a function of height, and output vertical profile of the vector momentum forcing via (10). The wave dissipation profile implies an energy dissipation rate profile and, in some models (e.g. the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model, Gettleman et al. (2019)), this energy dissipation is tied to vertical mixing of trace gases. Conversion of energy dissipation to vertical mixing is not direct, however, because the mixing may be more or less perpendicular to isentrope and tracer gradients (Lelong and Dunkerton 1998) and so must be scaled by an uncertain Prandtl number, with values O~1-100 (Smith and Bras 1991).

GW parameterizations typically start with some specification of the wave stress or momentum flux along with the wave propagation properties (wavenumbers, phase speeds, propagation directions) at a source level, which is selected to be somewhere between the surface and the 90 hPa (e.g. near the terrain for MWs and upper troposphere and lower stratosphere for non-orographic GWs). The vast majority of GW parameterizations assume GWs propagate only vertically and instantaneously through the column of atmosphere above the source level. Two notable exceptions are Amemiyi and Sato (2010), where 3-D GW propagation was accounted for, and Eckermann et al. 2015b, which accounted for lateral spreading of MW activity and how this influenced MW amplitude and breaking levels. Wave dissipation is estimated with a variety of techniques depending on the parameterization. The plane wave assumption is always made, so the flux and force both lie along a specified direction of wave propagation. This direction is specified at the wave source level and is assumed to remain constant through the column until the wave is completely absorbed. Thus, gravity wave parameterizations are one-dimensional (vertical), utilizing parameters and model fields that are projected along the direction of wave propagation. The output force is applied to the vector momentum equations by projection onto zonal and meridional directions.

Differences among parameterizations include (a) specification of the sources, and (b) assumptions that control the wave dissipation with height. For dissipation, Lindzen’s (1981) saturation theory, with modifications formulated by Holton (1982), forms a starting point for most parameterizations currently in use. Here, parameterized waves are treated as individual
steady hydrostatic monochromatic plane waves. Using (2), the continuity polarization relation
\[ (k \hat{u} = -m \hat{\theta} ) \], and the fact that momentum flux for such idealized plane waves is constant in
height, the following non-dimensional wave amplitude, which quantifies both non-linearity and
wave steepness, can be derived:

\[ \frac{\hat{u}}{|U-c|} = \left( \frac{2 \: MF_{src} \: N}{\bar{\rho} |U-c_{px}|^{3} K} \right)^{1/2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where hatted quantities are the sinusoidal amplitudes. Here \( MF_{src} \), \( k \), and \( c_{px} \) are constant in
height. Changes to this non-dimensional GW amplitude in height result from changes in \( \bar{\rho} \), \( N \),
and \( |c_{px}| = |U - c_{px}| \). When this non-dimensional amplitude is small, the GW is linear and the
steepness of the wave, as predicted by this linear theory, is low. As a GW propagates upward,
density decreases exponentially, and so wave amplitude increases exponentially. Increased
stratification and environmental wind shear that brings the wind closer to the phase speed can
both force GW non-linearity.

When the non-dimensional amplitude, (11), exceeds unity, linear theory predicts the wave will
loft dense fluid over light liquid and induce static instability. The saturation hypothesis (Lindzen
1981) assumes instabilities (e.g. static, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities) continuously and
instantaneously prevent the GW from exceeding some non-dimensional wave amplitude (e.g.
unity for static instability). For example, if a GW is propagating upward in shear that brings the
environment closer to its phase speed (i.e. as it approaches a critical level), the wave amplitude
grows. Eventually, this critical wave amplitude is reached. Then, the momentum fluxed by the
GW is reduced such that (11) gives the critical non-dimensional wave amplitude. The
momentum flux is reduced with height when the wave is saturated, the vertical derivative of
which gives the forcing to the mean flow. If the wind shear reverses so that the intrinsic
frequency increases and the non-dimensional GW amplitude is reduced below the critical
amplitude, then the GW once again propagates upward conserving its momentum flux and
exerting no force on the mean flow.

Other parameterizations in use in global climate models today make different wave dissipation
assumptions. Alexander and Dunkerton (1999) represent a finely-resolved spectrum of discrete,
independently treated, monochromatic waves and assumes complete annihilation of an individual
wave at its breaking level (Alexander and Dunkerton 1999). Hines (1997a,b) proposed a
“Doppler Spread” mechanism, assuming that nonlinear interactions among waves in the
spectrum reshape the spectrum with altitude. (See McLandress 1998 for a concise summary of
the application of the Hines (1997a,b) parameterization.) Warner and McIntyre (2001) assumes
a similar reshaping of the spectrum with altitude but based on the empirical observations of the
shape, coupled to Lindzen’s wave saturation concept. Both the Hines and the Warner and
McIntyre approaches assume a particular vertical wavenumber spectrum shape at the source
level. A more in-depth overview of such spectral parameterizations not using the conventional
saturation concept above is provided in Medvedev and Yiğit (2019).

11.2.3 GW Source Parameterizations
11.2.3.1 Orography

Specification of MW sources is rather simple in most GCMs. The first formulations prescribed only a single, monochromatic vertically propagating wave with zero horizontal phase speed (Boer et. al 1984, Palmer et al. 1986, and McFarlane 1987), and these formulations are still being used in most GCMs. The GW source specifications are based on 2D theory assuming hydrostatic, steady, horizontally uniform flow over an obstacle. Wave amplitudes at the source levels are defined based on a measure of subgrid-scale orographic variance. In early orographic GW parameterizations, the surface stress vector is parallel to and opposite of the mean flow at the lowest level of the model, assuming isotropic unresolved topography.

Figure 3: Schematic depiction of flow over and around a large mountain following Lott and Miller (1997). $h_m$ is the height of the mountain, $Z_B$ is the height of the blocked layer. Blocked flow can develop if the mountain height exceeds $F_1(U/N)$ (see text). Color version available in the online supplement.

The first orographic gravity wave drag schemes (e.g. Palmer 1986, McFarlane 1987) neglected the impact of topographic anisotropy and did not consider drag produced by nonlinear dynamics near the surface (e.g. downslope winds, blocking, flow splitting), which can lead to large amplification of surface stress and hence be important to general circulation (e.g.; Pierrehumbert and Wyman,1985, Baines and Palmer, 1990, Sandu et al. 2019). Lott and Miller (1997) described an orographic drag parameterization that incorporated the impact of near-surface nonlinearities due to flow diversion around obstacles (also referred to as blocking). The key elements in their approach are schematically illustrated in Figure 3. When mountain heights $h_m$ exceed a critical value $F_1 \left( \frac{U}{N} \right)$ a portion of the flow is assumed to be diverted or blocked. The depth of this layer is given by:

$$Z_B = \text{Max} \left( h_m - F_1 \frac{U}{N}, 0 \right) \quad (12)$$

The parameter $F_1$, a critical non-dimensional mountain height or vertical displacement, is known from numerical and tank experiments to be of order 1 but may depend on obstacle shape. The forcing amplitude for vertically-propagating gravity waves in Lott and Miller (1997) is taken to
be the full mountain height, however they suggest that this should be reduced to something
approaching $F_1 (U/N)$ in three dimensional flows.

Within the blocked layer, Lott and Miller (1997) assume the drag follows a bluff-body law:

$$\frac{\partial u}{\partial t} \propto -\frac{1}{\bar{\rho}} \frac{\partial (\bar{\rho} \, \bar{u}' \, \bar{w}')}{\partial z} = 0.5 \bar{\rho} \, C_d \, l(z) \, |U| \tag{13}$$

Where $C_d$ is a nondimensional drag coefficient close to 1 and $l(z)$ is the cross-stream length
presented by the obstacle. Lott and Miller (1997)’s formulation still employs a single wave.

The Scinocca and McFarlane (2000) parameterization employs two, instead of one,
vertically propagating waves in order to provide a representation of the azimuthal distribution of
momentum flux in the parameterized gravity-wave field launched by a ‘best-fit’ elliptical barrier,
similarly to Lott and Miller (1997, but with a new way of defining unresolved topography.
Scinocca and McFarlane (2000) also extended the representation of low-level drag to include
enhancement by the downslope windstorm regimes. These flows are analogous to hydraulic
supercritical flow (Smith 1989) and are thought to be related to near-surface wave breaking (e.g.
Clark and Peltier 1977, Bacmeister and Pierrhumbert 1988). Three dimensional numerical
studies cited by Scinocca and McFarlane (e.g.; Miranda and James 1992, Olaffson and Bougeault
1996) suggest that downslope winds with enhanced drag appear for a limited range of mountain
heights, roughly for $F_1 < N h_m / U < 3 F_1$. In these flows the surface drag applied in the scheme
is determined by

$$\tau_{sfc} = (1 + \beta(F)) \tau_{lin} - \tau_c \tag{14}$$

where $\tau_c$ is the moment flux carried by the freely propagating waves and $\tau_{lin}$ is the nominal
linear wave drag $\sim \rho N U h_m^2 / L$. This enhanced drag is applied via a linearly decreasing
momentum flux profile from the surface to the first breaking level above the mountain.
The height of this breaking level is approximated using linear theory. The enhancement factor
$\beta(F)$ peaks around $F = N h_m / U = 1.5 F_1$ and has values between 2 and 4 depending on obstacle
geometry. This parameterization of form drag can change the direction of the low-level flow to
be more parallel to unresolved topographic ridges.

A new approach to orographic GW source parameterization is presented by van Niekerk et al.
(2021), where they use the spectral, hydrostatic linear MW theory of Garner (2005) and Smith
and Kruse (2018). Here, a two by two matrix of orographic GW drag coefficients are computed
from the 2-D Fourier transform of the subgrid-scale terrain. Multiplication of the source-level
wind vector with this drag matrix produces a source MW momentum flux vector that takes into
account all subgrid scales and orographic anisotropy, eliminating the monochromatic assumption
common to all previous MW drag parameterizations, at least at the source. Van Niekerk et al.
(2021) further develop a parameterization for how the elements of the drag coefficient matrix
depend on low-level blocking. Initial implementation in the Met Office Unified Model
demonstrates this approach does a much better job at keeping total GW drag (resolved +
parameterized) constant as grid resolution is changed relative to previous monochromatic
parameterizations and improved weather prediction performance.
11.2.3.2 Convectively generated gravity waves

Source spectra parameterizations for convectively generated gravity waves were developed on the basis of the three dominant generation mechanisms: thermal forcing, mechanical oscillator, and obstacle effect (described in detail in Section 11.1.3). Rind et al. (1988) was first to implement a parameterization for nonstationary GWs linked to wave sources. The parameterization included waves generated by convection and wind shear based on theoretical assumptions. GW momentum flux of convectively generated GWs was related to the convective mass flux generated by the model. The phase speed of gravity waves was set to the mean wind over the convective region $\pm 10 \text{ m s}^{-1}$, and for deeper convection additional waves with phase speeds equal to the mean wind $\pm 20 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ and $\pm 40 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ were added. Kershaw (1995) developed a convective GW source parameterization which can be viewed as a parametrization of the obstacle effect as it focuses on parameterizing the effect of wave generation by flow over heating. A similar parameterization was developed by Chun and Baik (1998) parameterizing the effect of wave generation by mean flow over steady heating, representing only gravity waves that are stationary relative to the heat source. This parameterization was further extended to include effects of vertical wind shear by Chun and Baik (2002).

Beres et al. 2004 and Beres 2004 developed a parameterization of convectively generated GWs assuming that thermal forcing is the dominant GW generation mechanism. This method is based on linear theory and both steady and oscillatory components of the heating, are considered; hence stationary and non-stationary GWs, relative to the heating, are represented. The dominant spectral properties of the GWs depend on the horizontal and vertical scales of the heating. The dominant GW phase speed is primarily determined by the convective heating depth, $h$, leading to a dominant wave phase speed of $\pm 15 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ for $h = 5 \text{ km}$, and a dominant wave phase speed of $25 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ for $h = 10 \text{ km}$ (assuming horizontal scale of heating of $2.5 \text{ km}$). The horizontal scale of the heating primarily changes the amplitude and not the characteristics of the wave spectrum. The momentum flux of convectively generated GWs is proportional to the square of the heating. The effects of environmental wind in and above the convective region are also incorporated into the parameterization, as wind shear can create a large asymmetry in the GW spectrum (Beres et al. 2002). A similar parameterization was developed by Song and Chun (2005) based on a more complex vertical structure of the zonal mean wind and stability.

The convective source parameterizations by Beres et al. 2004 and Song and Chun (2005) based on thermal forcing are a large improvement over fixed source representations as they provide physically based connections between GWs and their evolving tropospheric sources, and hence, respond to changes in convection on all time scales including changes resulting from climate change. However, both of these parameterizations omit the effects of the nonlinear forcing (Chun et al. 2005). Chun et al. (2008) proposed a method of including the effects of nonlinear forcing effect on a spectrum of convectively generated GWs and showed that this inclusion reduced cloud top momentum flux by about 10%, except for middle latitude storm-tracks regions where the cloud-top momentum flux was amplified. Choi and Chun (2011) updated the Song and Chun (2005) parameterization by determining two free parameters of that parameterization: the moving speed of the convective source and the wave propagation direction.

Taking a slightly different approach, Lott and Guez (2013) developed a source spectrum
parameterization for convectively generated GWs based on a stochastic approach presented in Eckermann (2011). In this approach, a few monochromatic waves chosen randomly from a probability distribution are launched at each time step. The amplitudes of the waves are proportional to the square of the diabatic heating derived from the precipitation field. This approach leads to a wider range of wave amplitudes, leading to a lower level of momentum deposition as compared to uniform sources. In addition to the complex convective source parameterization described above, Bushell et al. (2015) implemented a relatively simple convective GW source representation by linking GW momentum flux amplitude to the square root of total precipitation. The introduction of the amplitude dependence generated launch-level flux amplitudes with greater spatial and temporal variability, increasing realism of parameterized convectively generated GWs.

The inclusion of all of the above-described convective source parameterizations had a positive impact on simulations of climate in several GCMs. Parameterizations of Chun and Baik (1998) and Chun and Baik (2002) improved the representation of the middle atmosphere in the Yonsei University atmospheric GCM (YONU AGCM; Chun et al. 2001), the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Climate Model (CCM) version 3 (Chun et al. 2004), and the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) global spectral model (GSM) (Jeon et al (2010)). The Beres et al. (2005) was implemented in Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model, version 2 (WACCM2) instead of the arbitrarily specified source spectra only in the tropics and resulted in an improved representation of the stratospheric semi-annual oscillation (SAO) (Beres et al. 2005). The Song and Chun (2005) parameterization was implemented in the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model, version 1b resulting in an alleviation of the model’s zonal mean wind biases, primarily in the low to mid latitudes of the upper stratosphere and the mesosphere, and improving the structure and the magnitude of the SAO (Song et al. 2007). Choi and Chun (2013) demonstrated a reduction in wind biases and alleviation of cold temperature biases in the winter polar stratosphere using the Choi and Chun (2011) spectrum and the ray-based parameterization of Song and Chun (2008). Unfortunately, neither one of these parameterizations remedied the lack of an internally generated QBO in WACCM; However, a decade later, an internally generated QBO was generated with the Beres et al. (2005) parameterization in the Community Atmosphere Model, version 5 (Richter et al. 2014), and subsequently in WACCM (Garcia and Richter 2019) but only after the vertical resolution of these models was doubled to ~ 500 m in the free troposphere and lower stratosphere. The implementation of the Beres et al. (2004) parameterization in the ECHAM6 model led to improvements of several aspects of the QBO. With the Lott and Guez (2013) parameterization, the LMDz model was able to obtain a QBO with vertical resolution in the stratosphere of ~ 500 m. The modifications to the source level amplitudes by Bushell et al. (2015) led to the improved representation of the QBO in the UK Met Office global model.

11.2.3.3 Gravity waves generated by jets/fronts

Parameterizations of GWs generated by jets/fronts are less developed and less common in GCMs as compared to parameterizations of orographic and convective gravity wave sources. As
mentioned in the previous section, Rind et al. (1988) parameterized non-orographic GW sources by convection and shear. Shear-generated GWs were launched at jet stream level and assigned a single wavenumber and phase speed in each GCM grid box dependent on the direction of the shear and wind velocity in the shear layers. Wave momentum flux magnitude was set to be proportional to the square of the wind shear between two successive layers. Subsequently, Charron and Manzini (2002) parameterized frontally generated gravity waves. They used the frontogenesis function (Miller 1948, Hoskins 1982) to diagnose the location of fronts. In this approach, GWs were launched at a fixed level of 600 hPa, and if the frontogenesis function exceeded a critical threshold, a relatively high gravity wave variance was imposed in two cross-front directions. At grid points where the frontogenesis function was not exceeded, GWs were launched with a much lower variance representing other possible GW sources. The implementation of this parameterization in the MAECHAM4 model produced a reasonable representation of the stratospheric and mesospheric dynamics. Richter et al. (2010) used a modified version of the Charron and Manzini (2002) approach to represent frontally generated GWs. They also used the frontogenesis function and a launching level of 600 hPa, and only launched frontally generated gravity waves when the frontogenesis threshold was exceeded, and no small amplitude spectrum was employed. In order to obtain enough drag in the stratosphere/mesosphere via this approach, the frontogenesis threshold used was ~ half of that used by Charron and Manzini (2002), however no additional background GW spectrum was used. Richter et al. (2010) used the Beres et al. (2004) convective GW parameterization as well, hence GWs in the Tropics were primarily generated from the convective scheme and in the extratropics from the frontal scheme. When the frontogenesis threshold was exceeded, a Gaussian GW momentum flux phase speed spectrum of constant value was launched. Hence the frontogenesis function was used to produce realistic spatial and temporal variability of frontally generated GWs, including seasonality. However, there was no relation between the properties of fronts and the properties of the GWs generated by them. Figure 4 shows the convective (top panels) and frontal (bottom panels) eastward and westward momentum flux at 100 hPa in the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model, version 3.5 (WACCM3.5) used in Richter et al. (2010). The figure clearly shows the dominance of convectively generated gravity waves in the tropics and of frontally generated gravity waves in the extratropics. Convectively generated GWs follow the seasonal cycle of tropical convection, with highest values of GW momentum flux in the NH winter (summer) primarily south (north) of the equator. Although the relationship between the spectrum of waves launched from fronts is not linked to their properties, the 100 hPa momentum flux reflects the seasonal cycle of frontal systems with a maximum in the winter season, and an asymmetry between eastward and westward propagating waves resulting from the strong filtering of eastward propagating GWs by strong tropospheric westerlies between 600 hPa and 100 hPa.
Figure 4: Total eastward (left panels) and westward (right panels) momentum flux (in Pa) for convectively (top panels) and frontally (bottom panels) generated gravity waves as a function of latitude and time of year derived from WACCM3.5. Figure adapted from Richter et al. (2010).

Camara and Lott (2015) parameterized GW generation via spontaneous adjustment mechanism (described in section 11.1.4.) in combination with stochastic approach used in Lott and Guez (2013) to parameterize convective gravity wave sources. In this parameterization GW Eliassen-Palm flux is related to the amplitude and depth of potential vorticity anomalies, hence determining the location and amplitude of GWs. Even though spontaneous adjustment theory predicts exponentially small GW perturbations, the implementation of the scheme in LMDz provided enough extratropical wave drag to obtain reasonable circulations in the stratosphere and mesosphere (Camara and Lott 2015).
11.2.4 Uncertainties and parameter tuning

As GW drag parameterizations are designed, constants are inevitably involved in the derived relations. These constants are not always well constrained and, in practice, are often tuned (more below). Examples include horizontal wavenumber (estimated from unresolved orography in OGW parameterizations, a constant in non-orographic GW parameterizations) and a critical non-dimensional wave amplitude, defining a non-dimensional GW amplitude at which instabilities will begin dissipation. An additional “efficiency factor,” $e$, is typically introduced into GW parameterizations, having values between zero and unity. This term was introduced into early OGW parameterizations in order to reduce excessive MW drag in the lower stratosphere (e.g. Klinker and Sardeshmukh 1992). An efficiency factor is a common part of most GW parameterizations, both orographic and non-orographic. This factor is typically applied in one of two ways: 1) $e$ is multiplied with the drag profile, reducing drag but not influencing the levels where the parameterized wave breaks or 2) just applied to the source-level momentum flux. The latter option reduces the wave amplitude, influencing initial breaking levels and where GW drag is exerted.

A variety of physical justifications for an efficiency factor have been put forward. GWs may occur intermittently within spatial and/or temporal grid scales. There can also be spectral intermittency, where the spectrum that is specified at the source may not be fully represented at all points and times. Mountains are 3-D and not 2-D, as treated by the parameterizations, which can reduce source-level momentum fluxes, as ridges are not necessarily perpendicular to the flow or the mountains represented could be more isolated. These real effects may result in reducing the momentum fluxes and drags below that predicted by the simple 2-D, steady, hydrostatic, instantaneous, Boussinesq, linear, monochromatic, only vertically-propagating, Wentzel-Kramer-Boussinesq theory upon which most GW parameterizations are based.

Ideally, the tuning constants involved should be constrained by observations. However, current observation platforms (aircraft, radiosondes, super-pressure balloons, satellite-borne nadir and limb sounders) have limited capability for quantitatively constraining 3-D GW characteristics and momentum flux globally due to low frequency in space and time and/or lack of sensitivity to the entire spectrum of GWs. Still, progress towards verifying GW parameterizations has been made in recent years with derivations of global GW momentum fluxes (e.g.: Vincent et al. 1997, Ern et al. 2004, Alexander et al. 2008, Hertzog et al 2008, Ern et al. 2017, Hindley et al. 2020). Geller et al. 2013 made a first attempt at comparing parameterized gravity wave momentum fluxes in climate models to gravity wave momentum fluxes derived from observations. This work focused on absolute momentum fluxes (sum over all directions) and showed a general good spatial agreement between models and global satellite estimates, but the observations were not yet able to provide meaningful constraints. Recent measurements from super-pressure balloon campaigns are able to derive GW momentum fluxes with higher accuracy (Jewtoukoff et al. 2013, 2015), but these are limited to a single level in the lower stratosphere, limited in latitude, and limited to campaign periods. Despite new sophisticated methods of analyzing satellite observations and estimating vector momentum fluxes, GW drag on the mean flow cannot be directly estimated from observations without orders of magnitude uncertainty (Alexander and Sato 2015).
Without a direct way of measuring key quantities in GW drag parameterizations (i.e: momentum flux as a function of wave direction and phase speed at the source level) globally, tuning parameters are estimated indirectly. The free parameters are chosen to be physically reasonable and then the mean wind and temperature of the middle atmosphere, which are relatively well observed, provide an indirect verification measure for gravity wave parameterizations. In other words, during the development of new versions of GCMs, gravity wave parameterizations are ‘tuned’ in order to arrive at a reasonable representation of the observed zonal-mean climate. Such an exercise assumes errors from other parts of the model (e.g. the dynamical core, other parameterizations) are small, that the form of the GW drag parameterizations are correct, and that errors that remain are attributable to the GW drag parameterizations and ultimately incorrectly specified tuning parameters. These tuning parameters are adjusted in order to best represent the observed mean climate. These assumptions are, of course, not valid; however, such an exercise is common practice in developing climate models. Tuning of GW drag parameterizations likely results in the GW parameterizations compensating for other model errors (e.g. horizontal and vertical discretization errors, numerical diffusion, errors in other parameterizations, errors in GW parameterization structure).

Gravity wave tuning is an iterative process which consists of changing the unconstrained parameterization parameters, running the climate model, and assessing model climatology and biases. The process is repeated typically several to several dozen times until an acceptable modeled climate state is achieved. Models with fixed GW sources typically have one set of tunable parameters and with those they need to arrive at reasonable tropical and extratropical mean wind and temperature in the stratosphere, and also in the mesosphere (if the model extends this high). Despite many GW tuning efforts, many GCMs end up with a ‘cold-pole bias’ in the Southern Hemisphere winter polar stratosphere (e.g: Eyring et al. (2006), Austin et al. (2003)) which can be improved by additional GW drag in the southern hemisphere (Garcia et al. 2017). In addition, many recent climate models have internally generated QBOs which are largely driven by parameterized gravity waves (e.g: Giorgetta et al. 2006, Richter et al. 2014 and Geller et al. 2016) and hence GW parameterization parameters must be just right to get a reasonable period of the QBO close to observed in addition to the mean wind and temperature in the middle atmosphere. Source oriented GW parameterizations allow more flexibility while tuning GWs, as typically in models such as WACCM (Richter et al. 2010) and LMDz (Lott et al. 2012, Lott and Guez 2013), convectively generated GWs control the Tropics: QBO and SAO, whereas the orographic and frontal waves affect the extratropical mean state. More complexity and options in GW parameterization parameters, however also means endless combinations of poorly constrained parameters, which is also difficult to deal with.

### 11.2.5 Missing processes

Again, GWs are treated as linear, hydrostatic, only propagating vertically (in a slowly-varying background in z, no less), propagating upward instantaneously, and propagating through a steady ambient environment with Boussinesq governing equations. All these simplifications lurking in the underlying physics prevent representation of many GW characteristics that are well observed and physically understood.
For example, non-orographic GW observations show strong amplitude intermittency, where
infrequently observed waves with very large amplitudes can represent very high fractions of
time-averaged momentum flux. Indeed, from observations in the lower stratosphere (Hertzog et
al. 2012), distributions of individual event wave momentum fluxes have shown a log-normal
distribution of amplitudes, with the largest amplitude waves occurring <10% of the time but
carrying ~60% of the average flux. Only recently has intermittency been represented in some
non-orographic GW parameterizations (see Plougonven et al. 2020), having important
implications for the total momentum fluxed and levels where it gets deposited. GW
parameterizations that have GW sources tied to particular mechanisms (e.g. convective
parameterizations, frontogenesis metrics, MW parameterizations, see following sections) do have
some representation of intermittency, tied to the intermittency of the sources represented by the
host model. Still, the infrequent, but very large-amplitude GWs remain underrepresented (e.g.
Stephan et al. (2016)).

Stochasticity in parameterized gravity wave sources is another way to account for wave
intermittency. Eckermann (2011) demonstrated that stochastic representation of the non-
orographic wave spectrum in different grid points gave similar middle atmospheric circulation
changes as including the full spectrum uniformly, but at much lower computational cost. These
ideas have found use in modern parameterization schemes (de la Camara et al. 2014, Serva et al.
2018) with some demonstrated improvements in model performance.

Numerous other characteristics of GWs are unrepresented as a result of the many conventional,
and sometimes pragmatic, assumptions and simplifications made. Non-hydrostatic influences
occur when the GW intrinsic frequency becomes close to the buoyancy frequency and can reduce
orographic drag (e.g. Smith and Kruse 2017, see Section 8 of Tixeire 2014 for an overview).
Neglecting lateral-propagation results in significant overestimates of MW amplitudes, breaking
and drag at altitudes that are too low, and drag that is too spatially confined (e.g. Eckermann et
al. 2015b). Trailing MWs launched terrain orientations oblique to the source-level flow can
propagate horizontally for O(1000) kilometers (e.g. Sato et al. 2012, Amemiya and Sato 2016,
Jiang et al. 2019), and neglect of such long-distance propagation is likely in part responsible for
an artificial gap in GW drag near 60S in climate models that significantly influences Southern

Transience of both the GWs and their background can also be important. Transient forcing
results in vertical dispersion and spreading of GWs due to the spectrum of vertical group
velocities of the generated spectrum of GWs (e.g. Chen et al. 2007, Kruse and Smith 2018),
which influence wave amplitudes and breaking levels. Increasing and decreasing flow over
terrain result in MWs with positive and negative phase speeds and propagation downstream and
upstream of the mountains, respectively. Transient forcing also induces transient wave packet
propagation, allowing interaction of the GW packet with the environment it propagates into and
out of even without breaking (Fritts and Dunkerton 1984, Bühler and McIntyre 1999, 2003,
methods have been applied in research models to account for horizontal propagation and group
velocity effects (Song and Chun 2008, Bölöni et al. 2016), but these have not net found wider
application.
To summarize, GWs are very important in Earth’s atmosphere, and their representation in all weather and climate models that do not fully resolve the entire GW spectrum is essential. The various parameterizations implemented do improve weather and climate model skill. Still, there is much potential to improve parameterizations via both better observational constraints and improving the underlying physics.
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